בס״ד
Parshas Chayei Sara, November 10 - November 14, 2014

Gan Aliya Newsletter
Dear Parents,

This week we learned about the special qualities of Rivka Imeinu, especially her chessed
Thank you, Hashem, for another wonderful
(kindness). Rivka ran to bring water for Eliezer
with Zrizus (quickly) and with simcha (hapweek at Gan Aliya.The voices of happy and
piness).
She
engaged children ring in the air.
kept bringing
the water until
Eliezer and all his camels quenched their thirst. She said, “Not
only water for you, but for your camels too”. In our class we are
trying to emulate Rivka’s chessed, and are recording all the special Chassadim (acts of kindness) that happen each day.

We made hachnasas orchim
hangers to take home and use
for our guests
Temima (pretending to be
Rivka) receives
some jewelry
from Eliezer
Last week, for Parshas Vayeira,
Morah Temmy taught the children
that Lot’s wife turned into a pillar
of salt when she violated the
command “do not look back.”

For Parshas Chayei Sara, Morah Temmy teaches the children
that Rivka fed Eliezer’s ten
thirsty camels
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Last week, the children made
two hachnasas orchim (hospitality) chairs for our guests to sit
on at our Erev Shabbos party

Emuna (playing Rivka) also
pours water for the camels
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Morah Temmy teaches the
children about Besuel, Rivka’s
father’s, plan to poison Eliezer,
but his plan backfired: Hashem
sent a malach (angel) to protect
Eliezer by switching their cups

Temima (pretending to be Rivka
Imeinu) pours water for the camels to drink. Eliezer asks: “Can I
have some water please?” Rivka (Temima) replies: “Yes. Not
only for you but for your camels
too!”
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Middos

(Character Development)
Visit to the Nursing Home

Striving to practice Rivka’s trait of
chessed (kindness) from the Parasha,
we enjoyed our special trip to the nursing home this week. We created our own
cards and gave them to the seniors. We
did a big mitzvah by singing, dancing,
and making the residents very happy.

Jonah holds
up our brand
new chesed
(kindness)
chart

Jonah gives some leafs to a
senior to make her happy

At the facility’s aquarium,
Morah Miriam teaches us
about fish

Esti gives a card to a senior
We are getting ready to enter
the nursing home to visit
seniors

Entering the nursing home
quietly with our “walking feet”
and “indoors voices”

Charlie gives a resiendent
leaves that he has collected

DJ wrote a card to give to a
senior at the nursing home

The children sing to the seniors to raise their spirits
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Some children began to create their own ‘ABC scrapbooks’. Each day they practice writing a new letter and
gluing or drawing a phonemic object to go along with it.
“A” for apple, “B” for balloon, etc.

Language
Elisha and Shimmy
practice vocabulary
words while matching up
the objects to their outlines
Morah Temmy teaches
the children how to make
an ABC scrapbook, and
combine it with our ‘Instalearn’
game, a puzzle that the children use to self-correct the
order of the letters

DJ and Charlie work on
phonetic rhyming. Ice, rice…
pig, dig…
The hands-on tzuros
haosiyos (shapes of the
Aleph Bais) works are
helping the children remember the names of the
Osios (letters) and discriminate one from one another. Each day, during our
Aleph Bais circle, the children learn, play and sing
many games with sounds
of Osios.

Yosef points to the chet

Temima (dressed as
Rivka Imeinu) matches up
the letters on our Aleph Bais
chart

Aleph
Bais
Emuna writes a vav with
pins

Jonah recognizes which
letter is the hei
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Sensorial
The children are using their creativity to
combine the four types of knobbles cylinders to create beautiful patterns. Each set
of cylinders offers different dimensions in
diameter and/or height.
Nina works on making a
staircase out of yellow cylinders that decrease in height
and diameter

Esti makes a tower out of the
red cylinders that decrease in
diameter but not in height

Nina now makes the
cylinders into a tower
in size order

Niflaos Haboreh
(Wonders of the Creator/Science)
We’ve begun learning about the parts
of our body and the miraculous job that
each part has. After each lesson, we sing,
“thank you, Hashem.” The children express eagerness to learn more. We took
a beautiful nature walk through the fall
leaves. We brought papers and crayons
to draw pictures of the beautiful aspects
of Hashem’s creations that we witnessed.

This
work teaches the children about
the different
parts of the
body

The children are learning
how to use these stencils to
draw autumn leaves

Art
Nina is being
very creative.
She colors in
a heart and
cloud, and
learns to
draw small
purple men

Jonah colors
in the smiley
and heart that
Morah Anne
drew for him
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Practical Life
Morah Temmy teaches the
children how to clean a table

After the lesson, Emuna
carries the
dirty bucket to
throw out the
water

Elisha matches up the
colored sticks to the outlines

In practical life we introduced a new
work, washing a table. The children learned a
5-step sequence of activities: dusting, washing, soaping, wiping, and drying the table.
We are enjoying our beautiful clean tables in
our classroom!

DJ practices careful pouring
while Gemma prepares her mat

Yechezkel has become a pro
at the apple work; Elisha assists him

Temima makes a necklace
out of heart beads

Charlie carefully drops one
drop in each of the small
spaces

GAN ALIYA
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M A T H E M A T I C S
The children were overjoyed with all the
new math works that we added to the environment. “Practice makes perfect”; so we
keep on counting the flowers and airplanes,
in order to become very confident mathematicians

The children need to place
the correct number of airplanes onto each mat

This puzzle is designed to
help the children learn their
sequencing of numbers

Nina learns to draw numerals
2 and 3 in the sand – she can
now recognize numbers 1, 2,
3 and 4

In this work,
the children
need to place
the correct
number of
flowers
onto each mat

Physical education

We learn how to do stretches
with our gym instructor

We concluded a very successful and busy
week, baruch Hashem! The children learned
so much about acts of chessed (kindness).
We are working on ourselves to become better people who care about and give to one another. We hope to march together as one with
the coming of Mashiach, speedily in our days!
May you enjoy a rejuvenating and uplifting
Shabbos filled with kedusha and menucha!

Love,
Morah Temmy, Morah Anne, Morah Elisheva and
Morah Ayelet
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